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A CLOSE LOOK AT CONNECTION ERRORS IN

CAPACITANCE MEASUREMENTS

Th prohl m' ari '(' from the 'onn c
lion: that ffiwt b made to a 'apacit r
in order ei th I' to usc or to m asUl'c it
eapa itanc('. Th eapa itanc i of
, ur e ddcrmincd by th g om tri 'al
configuration of th condu t r (and by
th eli I ctric mat rial, which will h r

The growing in tere~ t in capu 'i tance
mea, mement both of higher a curacy
and of mall I' capacitanc ha I d t a
re-examination f Rom of the prot lem
involn'd in th pI' ci and aCC!lrale
mcn, urem nt of small c'apacitanc , It
ha, b en c\'iopn t fol' sam lime that
('ITOI'. and uncertaint ics of the order of a
fe\\' tenth.' of a pie fara I w re pres nt
in mo.. t measUI'cment. of two-terminal
eupaeitOI'R.' uch crr r, ar not very ig
nifiean t in th ealibl'ation of Ian lard
eapucitor a' long a the capac'itance
xc ed. 100 pf and the d('Rir d accUI'acy

i no gl' ater than 0.1 r-:c ..\ny attempt
how vel', to calibrat ,mallcl' capacitors
to thi.. accuracy, 01' to i'H'I'C'<l,'e thc' l1CCU

rac~' of oth I' calibrations, demands a
c' nRideration of th ac 'urac'v limitation

•

impoReel by the c nnecti n lTOI'. in
th usual two- cl'minal mea 111' ments.
ITh rOlrUllOD raparitor i here rharaclC'rizcd sperifirally
as two-h'rminal bcrnu"-e n thr("~l('rminBI cSJ'.-'\citor ,,;11 be
introouocd Rnd definod Inter.

Figure 1. Schemat
ic diagram show
ing the terminal
capacitances of a

capacitor.
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A. OUl' eupacitance measurem nts and Rtandal'd move toward the millionth
part of the millionth part of the millionth part of the farad (l0'1 0, w have
found iner a 'ing advantage in following the lead of th •Tational Bureau of
I tandard and oth r in ralling 10-12 farad a picofarad in. tea I of a micromicro
farad. A privile e mORt prized by proponent. of the picofarad i" th right to
\\Tit Lh abbr viatrd abbreviation 1 pf in. tead of I J.LJ.Lf f r 10-12 farad and
I J.Lpf in tead of 1 J.LJ.LJ.Lf for 10'1 farad.
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be assumed to have simple and con
stant characteristics). Only when one
conductor completely surrounds the
other is the capacitance simply defined
by the form and nature of materials
inside the capacitor. As soon a the
terminals required for use or measure
ment are provided, these terminals add
increments to the capacitance, which
depend upon the nature and position of
objects external to the capacitor and
which are seldom easy to define or
control.

As an example of this, consider a
typical capacitor constructed as hown
in FigLll'e 1.

2
The capacitance has been

broken, as a somewhat arbitrary first
approximation, into four components:
Co, the capacitance of the multiple-plate
capacitor and leads within the case; Cl ,

the capacitance between the external
binding post ; C2 , the capacitance be
tween the high terminal and the case,
which is connected to the other termi
nal; C3 , the capacitance between the
high terminal and all object external
to the capacitor and its terminals. Typi
cal of the magnitudes of these com
ponents are the values Co = 100 pf,
C l = 0.2 pf, C2 = 1.3 pf, C3 = 0.03 pf.

The "free" capacitance of this capaci
tor, i.e., the capacitance of the isolated
capacitor with no connections to the
terminals, is the sum,3 Co + Cl +C2 +C3.

The capacitance Co, being surrounded
by the ca e, is independent of the posi
tion of external objects. The capacitance
Cl between terminals i influenced only
by intrusions very clo e to or between
the terminals. But C3 , and to a lesser

2This is the structure used until recently in the General
Radio TYPE 1401 Standard Air Capacitors.

3\Vhcn the capacitor is isolated, C3 is the capacitance to
infinity. The similar capacitance from the low t rminal to
infinity is in s('ries with C3 in the "fr c" capacitance, but
it can be neglected here because this capacitaorc to in
finity is much larger than C3 when the low terminal is
ronnf'cted to the capacitor cnse and is infinite \vhen the
low terminal is grounded, as it usually is in two-terminal
measurements.
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extent C2 , can readily be affected by
more di tant environment of the capaci
tors, and variations of 0.01 pf or more
can result from a slight change of
position.

More radical changes in these ex
ternal capacitances are produced by any
connections made to the terminals. A
wire connected to the high terminal, for
example, obviously introduces new com
ponents of capacitance between the wire
and the capacitor parts. It also, not so
obviously, reduces the "free" capaci
tance by as much as 0.1 pf by changing
the distribution of field around the
terminals. There is a similar reaction of
the capacitor on the connections, which
makes the capacitance of the leads when
connected to the capacitor differ from
that of the leads alone. Indeed, the com
plexity of this mutual interaction is such
that it is impractical to define the divid
ing line between capacitor and leads
with a precision much better than ± 1 pf.

A consideration of these difficulties
suggests several possible methods of
measurement in which the errors and
uncertainties can be reduced or elimi
nated in order to obtain accuracy in the
measurement of very small capacitances.
Three of these methods of calibration
which have been used at the General
Radio Company will be reviewed here
with regard to their limitations in
accuracy.

1. Capacitance Added (Insertion Ca
pacitance).

Since the capacitance of the two-ter
minal capacitor depends upon the en
vironment of the capacitor and upon
the method of connection, an accurate
calibration can be made only by defining
with sufficient precision the geometry
of both the environment and the connec
tions. One practical method of achieving
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Figure 2. Two methods for the measurement of capac
itance added. The capacitances shown represent only
major components in the complete expression of the

self and mutual capacitances of the terminals.

duce a change in the measured capaci
tance. The value assigned to the capaci
tor is the difference between two bridge
measurements: the first with the bridge
terminals open, and the second with the
capacitor connected to the terminals. In
the second measurement the capacitor
case and bridge panel are usually effec
tive in shielding the bridge terminals, so
that this measurement is not very sensi
tive to changes outside the radius of a
few inches. The capacitance of the open
bridge terminals in the first measure
ment (and of any open terminals on the
capacitor, such as those on top of the
1409 Capacitors) is affected to a greater
extent by panel size and terminal
position.

The General Radio TYPE 1401 Stand
ard Air Capacitor is another example of
a fixed capacitor calibrated in terms of
the added or "insertion" capacitance.
These capacitors are now being made,
as shown in Figure 3, with banana-plug

high accuracy is to calibrate in terms of
the capacitance change at a pair of ter
minals when some change is made in the
capacitor or its position. Two measure
ments are required to determine the
capacitance change, and, hence, terminal
conditions for both mea urements must
be either invariant or preci ely specified.
When the capacitor has variable capaci
tance, the shielded internal capacitance
can be varied in an environment de
termined solely by the capacitor con
struction; while the external capacitances
at the terminals, although dependent
upon external connections and environ
ment, can easily be held so constant
during the capacitance change that they
make no appreciable contribution to the
difference. Such variable capacitors can
be calibrated' in terms of the capacitance
added or removed by rotation of the
capacitor plates with essentially no limi
tation of accuracy by connection errors.

When the capacitor has a fixed capaci
tance, a calibration of high accuracy of
the capacitance added requires that the
capacitor be connected "'ith specified
leads to a specified set of terminals. For
example, the General Radio TYPE 1409
Standard Capacitors are calibrated in
terms of the capacitance they add when
the banana plugs on the capacitor are
plugged into General Radio TYPE 938
Binding Posts with %,-inch spacing.
When the connections are made with
reasonable care, the reproducibility of
measurement is better than 0.1 pf.

For greater accuracy the environment
of the terminals must also be defined,
for any change in terminal position or
panel size (which results, for example,
from the use of different bridges or of
terminals on an external capacitor in
stead of the bridge terminals) can pro-

'The General Radio TYPE 722-:'-1D and TYPE 722-ME
Precision Capacitors are calibrated in terms of capaci
tance removed.
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terminals on the case, similar to those on
the TYPE 1409 Capacitors. In previous
production the TYPE 1401 Capacitors
have had the jack-top TYPE 938 Binding
Posts on their cases, and two double
ended banana plugs have been provided
with each capacitor to connect it to
another pair of similar binding posts.
With these connectors two different
methods of added-capacitance calibra
tion can be made. In the first method,
shown in Figure 2-A, the initial measure
ment is made with the bridge terminals
open and the final measurement with
the capacitor connected by means of the
double-ended plugs. In the second
method, shown in Figure 2-B, the initial
measurement is made with the plugs in
the bridge terminals and the final with
the capacitor added to the plugs.

This choice of methods has in the past
resulted in some confusion. The Tational
Bureau of Standards has used the second
method (plugs added to the bridge) in
its calibrations of these capacitors,
but the General Radio Company has
given on its calibration certificates a
correction of the certificate value to ob
tain the capacitance when the capacitor
is connected by the first method (plugs
added to the capacitor). The capaci
tance value on the certificate was ob
tained by the fine-wire-connection
method described in this article, and the
capacitance measured by the first method
is 0.35 pf larger than the certificate

Figure 3. Type 1401
Fixed Air Capacitor as

now supplied.

value. When the second method is used,
the measured capacitance is 0.7 pf lower
than that of the first method because
the capacitance added to the bridge ter
minals by the plugs in the initial meas-

, I. •

urement (Cp + Cp - CB III FIgure 2)
is 0.7 pf. In neither method is the added
capacitance the same as the "free"
capacitance: In the first method the
added capacitance is greater than the
"free" capacitance because of the capac
itance, Cp ) added by the plugs. In the
second method the added capacitance is
less than the "free" capacitance because
the connection of the capacitor removes
from the final measurement the capaci-,
tance, Cp , between the ends of the
plugs that was included in the initial
measurement.

To avoid both this choice between
connection methodfl and also the limita
tions of the fine-wire-connection method,
SThe va lue on the ccrtificate, obtained by the fine-wire
connection method, also diffcrs by about 0.2 pf from the
"frec" capacitance for reasons explained in this article.

Figure 4. Measurement of "free" capacitance by the Rosa and Dorsey method.
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the 1401 Capacitors are now provided
with only banana-plug terminal , and
they are calibrated by both the National
Bureau of Standards and General Radio
Company, as the 1409 Capacitors are,
in terms of the capacitance added when
the capacitor is plugged directly into
General Radio type binding po ts.

2. "Free" Capacitance.

In the attempt to define a capacitance
with high accuracy, an alternative to the
method of pecifying with sufficient pre
cision the geometry of the connections
is a method which eliminates all con
nections and defines the "free" capaci
tance of the capacitor with all disturbing
connections and surroundings removed.
In thi method the difficultie of meas
uring the capacitance of a capacitor,
isolated from its surrounding and with
out connections, are substituted for the
difficulties of controlling the geometry
of the connections and the environment.

It is po sible to determine this "free"
capacitance by evaluation of the dis
turbing effects of the connections and
application of a correction for the e
effects to the measured capacitance. A
method for doing thi ha been de cribed

6
by Rosa and Dorsey. The effect of the
connections can be eliminated from the
measurement by the use of two set of
connecting leads which are not necessar
ily identical but which have no mutual
interaction. As a simplified illustration
of this method, con ide!' the arrangement
shown in Figure 4. The capacitor to be
measured has a "free" capacitance Cx,
which include external components
corresponding to Cl , C2, C3 in Figure 1.
For simplicity only the high terminal,
T, is shown in Figure 4, but the ground
connection to the ca e and to one ide of
6E. B. Rosa and N. E. Dorsey, "A New Determination
of the Ratio of the Electromagnetio to the Electro tatic
Unit of Eledricity," Bull. Bureau of Stand., Vol. 3, Nos.
3 and 4, 1907.

the capacitor shown in the figure can be
made to a second, similar terminal on
the capacitor. A first mea urement is
made with connecting wire A connected
to the terminal and to the bridge and
with wire B removed. The measured
capacitance is C1 = C; + C~ +6CA +
Cx -6C~. A similar measurement with
wire B connected and A removed gives
C2 = C; + C; + 6CB + Cx -6C~,
where

C; + C; is the mea ured capacitance
of leads, bridge, etc., when both wire
A and B are removed,

6CA and 6CB are the increments
added by wires A and B,

6 C~ and 6.C5l: are the changes in Cx
resulting from the presence of A and of B.

With both wires A and B connected
to the terminal the capacitance meas
ured is C12 = C; + C; +6CA +6CB +
Cx -6C~ -6CJl:, The e relations can
be combined to how that Cx = C1 +
C2 - C12 - (C; + C;). The "free" ca
paci tance Cx can thus be determined
from four measured capacitances, Cll

o 0
C2 , C12 , and CA + CB .

In this derivation the wire A and B
are assumed to have no mutual inter
action, e.g., th capacitance 6 CA and
6.C~ are not altered by the addition of
wire B 'Yhen C12 i being mea ured. In
the simple connection shown in Figure 4
there is some mutual effect (which can
with care be kept below 0.01 pf), but in
a pherical capacitor such as that used
by Rosa and Dorsey the two leads can
be thoroughly shielded from each other
by their locations on oppo ite sides of
the sphere. The assumption that the
calculated Cx is the "free" capacitance
further require that the initial measure
ment of C; + C; be made with all mea 
uring apparatus so far removed from the
terminal T that it has no ignificant
effect on the capacitance. In practice it
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BRIDGE

--
Figure S. Diagram of connection method using a

fine wire.

is difficult to approximate this condition
to better than 0.01 pf unless, as in the
Rosa and Dorsey capacitor of concentric
spheres, one of the conductors surrounds
and shields the other.

Another method which removes most,
but not all, of the effects of the connec
tions is the fine-wire-connection method
de cribed by R. F. Field.

7
In thi method,

as shmvn in Figure 5, the connection be
tween the bridge and the high terminal
of the unknown capacitor is made by a
wire of small diameter pivoted near the
bridge terminal so that its separation
from the capacitor terminal can be
varied. An initial measurement is made
with the wire separated from the ter
minal by a distance h. With the assump
tion that the capacitance C" between
the wire and terminal is small compared
to the unknown Cx, so that C"Cx/(C,,+
Cx) ~ C", the measured capacitance is

" C,,· h .C1 = Co + C'll where 0 IS t e capacI-
tance between wire and ground when
the separation is h. When the wire is
moved in to touch the terminal, the
capacitance C" becomes infinite and the
capacitance between wire and ground
increa es to C;. The measured capaci
tance now becomes C2 = C: + Cx' The
unknown capacitance can thus be re
lated to the mea ured values C1 and Cz
7R. F. Field, "Connection Errors in Capar!tanC'e ~Ie~5urc
ments" General Radio Experimenter, '01. 12, No.8,
Janua~y, 193 ,pp. 1-4; reprinted: Vol. 21, '"'0.11, April,
1947, pp. 1-4.

8

by .6.C = Cz - C1 = Cx+ (c; - C; 
C,,), At some particular distance h, the
capacitance C" i equal to the change in

.. d' C d:. C"Co as the wire IS move ,I.e., ,,= 0 - 0'

and the term in parentheses vanishes,
leaving simply Cx = Cz - C1•

When the wire is curved and pivoted
at the bridge end to approach the capac
itor terminal from above in the manner
described by Field, the change of .6.C
with h is fairly linear, as shown in Figure
6 from Field's article. A plot of .6.C
against h can then be extrapolated to
h = 0, where .6.C = Cx, and the value
of h which corresponds to this t:::,C was
found by Field to be 7.i' inch. The differ
ence between the two capacitances
measured wi th the wire touching the
terminal and then 7.i' inch above it
should, therefore, be the value Cx of the
unknmvn capacitor.

This method is simple and useful for
calibrations where uncertainties less than
0.101' 0.2 pf are not significant. It has in
the past been used in the calibration of
our TYPE 722-D Precision Capacitors,
where the direct-reading accuracy limit
is ±0.1% or ±0.2 pf,' and in the cali
bration of TYPE 1401 Standard Air
Capacitors, with a limit of ± (0.1%+
0.1 pf). There are, however, several
rea ons why thi method has connection
errors which can be of the order of 0.1
pf. In the fir t place, even in the ab
sence of other errors, the capacitance
measured, Cx, is not the "free" capaci
tance (C:), but the capacitan~e (C:~ i~
the presence of the connectll1g wIre.
Even though the added capacitance to
ground of the wire has been eliminated
from the measurement, the wire still
reduces the capacitance of the terminal

',",ote that the catalog accnracy limit of ± 0.05 pf for the
TYPE 722-~IE Precision qapac!tor T17fers to capac!tance
rcmoycd, that is, to a. cahbratlOD With the capaCltance
varied but the conuectlOus unchanged.

"This was pointed out to us hy Dr. F. R. Kotter of the
National Bureau ef Standards.

I
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Figure 6. Determination of unknown capacitance ex
from <lC measured with flne-wire connector. At

" = U inch C" = <lC. (From Field paper7
)

from its "free" value by disturbing the
field around the terminal and, hence,
the charge distribution on it. The fine
wire connector used by Field makes the
measured capacitance of the TYPE 938
Binding Posts on TYPES 1401 and 722
Capacitors about 0.1 pf less than the
"free" capacitance, i.e., C: = C': +
0.1 pf.

A recent analysis of the component
capacitances in the fine-wire method
with a three-terminal capacitance bridge
has revealed that even the capacitance
C': in the presence of the wire is hard to
determine without errors of the order of
0.1 pI. The measurements were made on
a capacitor which was externally identi
cal to a TYPE 722-D Precision Capacitor
but which had internal, guarded con-

--

---
,...

1-<-..... --- -- ------
I
I
I

nections to the terminals to permit
measurement of the "free" capacitance
and the effects of the connector upon it.

IO

To simulate the stra.y capacitances to
external grounds in two-terminal meas
urements, the three-terminal measure
ments were made with a wire cage
(30" x 30" x 30") surrounding the capac
itor and its connections and connected
to the "ground" terminal of the capac
itor.

The measured capacitances, Cx, C~,

C~ + Ch, and t:o.C = Cx + C~ - (C~+Ch)'
are plotted in Figure 7 as a function of
the separation h between wire and
terminal. For convenience, the capaci
tance level has been adjusted to make
C~ = 100 pI. The upper curve shows
the variation in Cx a the wire moves
away from the terminal, with an increase
of about 0.1 pf as the influence of the
wire vanishe with increasing h. The
next curve show the re ult of the fine
wire method, with t:o.C plotted as a
function of h. The lower curves, with
the level of the capacitance axis shifted,
show the variations of the wire capaci-
tances, C~ and C~ + Ch, with h. •

The fine-wire method, when corrected
for the effects of the wire on Cx, pre-
IOThese measurements were checked within ±O.Ol pi by
a measurement of •'free" capacitance by the Rosa and
Dorsey method.

2J 1.5
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Figure 7. Variation of measured
capacitances with flne-wire con- 6.
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dicts that, at the distance which makes
C~ + Ch = C;, the capacitance differ
ence f::,.C will be equal to C:. In Figure 7
this condition is shown to be sati fied at
a distance h = 2 inches. Any attempt,
however, to determine C;: here by extra
polation of the f::,.C curve to h = 0 en
counters difficulty because the curve is
not very linear. Examination of the C~,

C~ + Ch , and Cx curves hows that Ch

does, as expected, cause deviation from
linearity at small h, that C~ is itself not
linear for h less than about 2.5 inches,
and that Cx is not constant with h, as
assumed in the derivation of the method.
In the region beyond 2.5 inches Cx is
almost constant and Co relatively linear,
as desired, and it seems possible that a
linear region beyond the range of the
graph might extrapolate to c: at h = O.

The important point, however, is the
obvious difficulty in determining C;: by
this method without variations of 0.1 pf.
Attention should also be directed to the
difference between the f::,.C value at the
~-inch eparation and the values of c:
and C;. With the ~-inch spacing, the
fine-wire method would give under these
conditions a capacitance 0.14 pf less
than the capacitance c: in the presence
of the wire and 0.25 pf less than the
"free" capacitance C;. These results of
three-terminal measurements in an en
vironment which approximate two
terminal conditions can be altered
slightly by the differing environment in
a true two-terminal measurement, but
our results show no significant change in
the order of magnitude of these dif
fCl'ences.

The conclusions to be drawn are,
therefore, that the fine-n'ire-connection
method is not satisfactory for the de
termination of either the "free" capaci
tance or the capacitance in the presence
of the wire with errors less than 0.1 er

0.2 pf unless considerable care is taken
in both making and correcting the
measurements. As in the other methods
of making connection to two-terminal
capacitors, the re ults are reproducible
with a precision of 0.01 or 0.02 pf if
adequate care is taken to keep the
geometry of the connections invariant.
The fine-wire method can, therefore, be
used to calibrate in terms of added
capacitance with an accuracy of better
than 0.1 pf even though it is not this
accurate in the determination of an ab
solute value.

3. Direct Capacitance of Three-Terminal
Capacitors.

The uncertainties and errors in capaci
tance measurements considered here
have been the result of the variations
in terminal capacitances produced by
changes in the connections and in the
environment. The e problems associated
with the capacitor terminals can be
eliminated if the terminal capacitances
can be separated from the capacitance to
be defined and measured. One way of
doing this is to introduce a third con
ductor as a shield or guard which com
pletely surrounds all of at least one of
the pair of conductors forming the
capacitor to be measured except the
area which produces the desired direct
capacitance. The pair of conductors of
the original capacitors and the added
shield form a three-terminal capacitor,
such as the one shown in Figure 8, along
with its equivalent circuit.

The addition of the shield changes
the capacitance that existed between 1
and 2 before the introduction of the
shield by altering the field, and it also
re ults in new capacitance, C13 and C23 ,

between the original conductors and the
shield. If the shielding i complete, how
ever, the capacitance C12 i now inde-

....

•

•

•

I
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Figure 8. Diagram and
schematic of 3-termi

nal capacitor.
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pendent of the surroundings outside the
shield and connections to the terminals
1 and 2 can affect only Cl3 and CZ3 . The
direct capacitance ClZ - usually referred
to imply as the capacitance of the
three-terminal capacitor - i , therefore,
quite definite and not subject to the
connection error which trouble two
terminal capacitors.

Note, however, that if in this three
terminal capacitor one of the capacitor
terminals, say 2, is connected to the
shield, 3, the capacitor reverts to the
usual two-terminal capacitor, with ter
minal 1 and 2. The capacitance C23 has
thus been shorted; the capacitance CI3 is
now parallel with C1Z, and the capacitor
has the capacitance C = C I3 + C IZ ' The

Figure 9. View of the Type 722-CD Three-Terminal
Precision Capacitor. Outer conductors of Type 874
Coaxial Connectors provide the shield. Inner con-

ductors are the capacitor terminals.

capacitor is, thus, equival nt to that
shown in Figure 1. Although ClZ is still
shielded from external influence, CI3 is
a function of connections and environ
ment, and the total capacitance meas
ured is subject to the variation de
scribed previously for such two-terminal
capacitors.

The well-defined direct capacitance
of the three-terminal capacitor is of
practical use in a capacitance standard
only if it can be measured with high
accuracy and with reasonable ease. A
bridge with transformer ratio arms i
well- uited for ju t uch mea urement ."
In the transformer bridge shown in Fig
ure 10, the unknown and standard capac
itors are driven by emf's of oppo ite
phase and known ratio from' a tapped
transformer econdary winding, and the
difference in the capacitor currents i
measured by a detector. When the
bridge is balanced for zero current
through the detector, the current
through the direct capacitance CI2 and
C. mu t be equal, and the balance rela
tion is CIZ/C. = n. Any capacitance,
such as C23 , acros the detector has no
effect at balance because there i no
potential acros it. Any capacitance,
such as Cl3 , acro the transformer "ind
ing will have negligible effect on the emf
as long as the output impedance of the
transformer is small compared to the
liThe three-terminal capnritor and it measurement are
well described by A. i\L Thompson, "The Precise :l1e",,
uremcnt of Small Capacitances," 1. R. E. Transactions
on lnstrumentation. Yols. 1-7, Nos. 3 and 4. Dec., 195 ,
pp. 245-253.
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a complete external shield around at
least one of the capacitor terminals. In
Figure 10 the case of the capacitor and
a shield lead from terminal 2 to the
hielded detector complete the shielding

around that terminal of the capacitor.
A shielded lead to the other terminal is
not usually required to eliminate con
nection capacitances but may be needed
to prevent pickup from other sources.
With such three-terminal measurements
the measured direct capacitance should
depend solely upon the construction of
the capacitor and the accuracy of meas
urement should be limited only by the
bridge or the reference stanclards used.

- JOHN F. HERSH

Figure 10. Schematic 01 translormer-ratio-arm bridge
with 3-terminal capacitor connected for measurement.

I2The TYPE 1613-A Capacitance Bridgc is a transformer
bridge covering the range from 5 to 11.000 pc.
13The TYPE 716-P4 Guard Circuit provides the com
ponents required to make three-terminal measurement
with the TYPE 716-C Capacitance Bridge.
14Thrce-terminnl lneasurements can be made with the
TYPE 165Q-A Impcdao{'(' Bridge in this way.

load reactance of the capacitors. Bridges
with such transformer ratio arms have
been built for the accurate measurement
over a wide range of values of the direct
capacitance of three-terminal capaci
tors.

12
Direct capacitance can be meas

ured by several other null methods, such
as those using bridged-T and twin-T
networks. Most bridge networks can be
adapted to the three-terminal measure
ment by the use of auxiliary bridge arms

13
to balance the unwanted components,
but the double balance required is never
convenient and it is difficult to obtain
accuracy when the direct capacitance is
very small compared to the other capac
itances. In some bridges three-terminal
measuremen ts can also be made over a
limited range by connecting the un
wanted capacitances acro s low-imped
ance arms of the bridge and across the
generator or detector where the shunting
effect is negligible."

In all these three-terminal measure
ment methods the connection errors in
capacitance can be eliminated by having

ext month new 3-terminal capacitors, both fi,xed and variable, will be de
scribed. In a forthcoming issue Dr. Hersh will continue the discus ion of ac
curacy con idcrations and calibration methods for capacitance.

VACATION CLOSING
During the weeks of July 27 and

Augu t 3, our Manufacturing Depart
ments will be closed for vacation.

There will be business as usual in the
ales Engineering and Commercial De

partments. Inquiries, including requests
for technical and commercial informa-

tion, will receive our u ual prompt
attention.

Our Service Department requests
that, because of ab ences in the manu
facturing and repair group, shipments
of equipment to be repaired be scheduled
to reach us after the vacation period.


